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Hipsters and boomers flip for pinball
Sales of pinball machines up 23% as arcade classic makes a
comeback

By Charles Passy

Two entrepreneurs are trying to accomplish the ultimate feat of pinball
wizardry -- turning New York City into a Mecca for the game it once banned.

Steve Epstein, 65 years old, and Steve Zahler, 44, are the proprietors of Modern Pinball, an

arcade that opened in the city a month ago. Aficionados call Modern Pinball a rarity, because it

doesn’t have video or other types of games. Instead, it is all pinball, all the time.
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Epstein and Zahler’s modest arcade— they invested a low-six-figure sum in the storefront space -

- is representative of the game’s resurgence in the city, if not the entire country. Pinball leagues

now exist everywhere from Massachusetts to Minnesota, according to the International Flipper

Pinball Association (IFPA), which ranks players throughout the globe. And major tournaments

are part of the mix as well: The most popular ones, organized by the Professional & Amateur

Pinball Association and held at its headquarters outside Pittsburgh, have combined cash prizes as

high as $60,000.

And while most of the country’s major pinball manufacturers have gone out of business over the

years, the surviving Illinois-based Stern Pinball says business couldn’t be better: Sales of

machines spiked by 23% in 2012,



Kristopher Medina, founder of the thriving Pinball New York City league, says the boom is

being driven by today’s hipster-minded generation and its penchant for claiming yesteryear’s

pastimes as its own.

“Even though it’s more than 100 years old, pinball is new,”says Medina, who has seen his

league’s ranks grow from 25 players in 2011— its first year— to a current pool of 225. The

league plays at bars throughout the city and draws a mix of artists, lawyers and “Wall Street

types,”he adds.

In New York, the boom is indeed taking place is a city where pinball was once verboten. In

1942, then Mayor Fiorello La Guardia forbade the game, arguing that it was connected to the

mob. He wrote in a Supreme Court affidavit at the time that pinball had become “a racket”that

robbed the “pockets of schoolchildren in the form of nickels and dimes given them as lunch

money.”The ban lasted until 1976, when an amusement trade association successfully made its

case to the New York City Council that pinball was a legitimate game of skill. (Similar pinball

bans were also put in place by other cities, including Chicago and Los Angeles; eventually, those

metropolises ended the restrictions, too.)

Speaking of pinball prowess, Epstein and Zahler say they’re hoping to do more than merely

popularize the game: They want players and would-be players to treat pinball as something that

can be perfected over a lifetime –rather than something that’s played upon occasion in the

corner of a dingy bar with a few spare quarters.

Actually, the machines at Modern Pinball don’t even take quarters. Customers are charged in

units of time: $10 buys an hour of unlimited play on all machines, $20 buys an all-day pass. It is

a fee model that is in use at the popular Silver Ball Museum in New Jersey— another pinball hall

that mostly shuns other games.

Modern Pinball has 32 machines— some from as far back as the late 1980s, some brand new, like

a “Star Trek”-inspired game from Stern. While the arcade is open most days and nights for

regular play, it does host events –there was a charity tournament earlier in November. Classes

are in the works, too, so players can learn techniques such as cradling the silver ball, passing it

from one flipper to another, and nudging the machine in the right way at the right time.

Modern Pinball’s Zahler says he believes pinball is re-emerging because it provides “good, clean

fun,”especially in comparison to the computer and videogames of today’s generation. In short,

he says, pinball “is not Grand Theft Auto, where you’re going around killing cops”on the

screen.



Like a lot of the regulars that Modern Pinball already attracts, Zahler is a top-tier player –in fact,

he ranks among the world’s 30 best, according to IFPA. As for Modern Pinball’s Epstein, he’s

not as high up there, but he’s still something of a legend: For years, he ran the Broadway Arcade,

New York’s pinball Mecca of a previous era. (It closed more than a decade ago.) Epstein is also

the founder of IFPA, which is now headquartered at Modern Pinball.

Not surprisingly, Epstein sees a lot of his old customers at his new arcade. He recognizes

pinball’s sudden popularity among the hipster set, but he also says the game’s recent surge has a

lot to do with its nostalgic appeal among baby boomers, many of whom end up buying pinball

machines to put in their rec rooms and “man caves”(new machines typically start at around

$5,000).

Either way, Epstein says, pinball’s attraction remains the same. “We call it a universe of action

under a piece of glass,”he says.


